
New Ideas and 
Prototypes



My In-Person Interview with Lloyd, 
MS Forms is difficult

During the interview, Lloyd informed me that the Microsoft Forms idea would be difficult to 

implement because the TEFAP form changes frequently, and it would have to be manually 

converted by hand into a digital form every time.

I have two ideas on how to create a digital form system that can adapt to different PDFs.



Idea 1: PDF Editor

The Firefox browser has an excellent PDF editor 

built-in. Because this PDF editor is open source, it 

could be modified to make it easier to use on 

mobile devices and reduce the number of buttons 

to just what is needed to fill out the form.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nH7B3uURWEI
https://www.figma.com/proto/dgaO0oHMPX8dI2SjtJZad8/PDF.js-simple-fork-proto?type=design&node-id=1-2&t=Kkth2Fbds7vvcqeJ-1&scaling=scale-down&page-id=0%3A1&starting-point-node-id=1%3A2&mode=design


Idea 2: Scanning PDF 
for Inputs

The TEFAP forms contain text that a computer can 

read. Because of this, it might be possible to create 

a tablet app that reads the text in the PDF and 

automatically finds inputs. This would use the 

open-source “Poppler” library to read text. All lines 

that are followed by a colon will be considered 

inputs. The signature and date inputs don’t contain 

any colons, so these would be detected using the 

words “Signature” and “Date” (the code would also 

need to include “Signature” and “Date” in other 

languages).



Scanning PDF for Inputs: False Negatives
In order to prevent false negatives (the program not detecting an input), the program must 

contain an interface that the form creator can use to manually add fields.

For example, the program will always look for a line with the word “Signature” and make it a 

field. The form administrator must be able to add their own keywords.

Once a keyword has been added, it should stay for all future forms (unless it is deleted).

In order to ensure that the process of adding keywords remains quick, and is not slowed down 

by the need to use multiple languages of forms, maybe the program could connect to a machine 

translating service and automatically translate the english keyword that the form administrator 

enters. Since keywords will likely be a single word, I hope that the machine translation would 

produce accurate results.



Scanning PDF for 
Inputs Prototype

Here is a prototype made in Figma that shows 

what the interface for this program might look like. 

For each input that the program finds, it will zoom 

in on that part of the PDF, then have a text box 

below for input. The user would be able to drag 

their finger along the pdf part of the screen to pan 

it and read text that might be cut off.

https://www.figma.com/proto/xZFQqvxFQ6Au0JEYYvAJEc/PDF-to-Digital-Form-Proto?type=design&node-id=2-34&t=oFl8HOotz1wE68t0-1&scaling=scale-down&page-id=0%3A1&starting-point-node-id=2%3A34&mode=design
https://www.figma.com/proto/xZFQqvxFQ6Au0JEYYvAJEc/PDF-to-Digital-Form-Proto?type=design&node-id=2-34&t=oFl8HOotz1wE68t0-1&scaling=scale-down&page-id=0%3A1&starting-point-node-id=2%3A34&mode=design
https://www.figma.com/proto/xZFQqvxFQ6Au0JEYYvAJEc/PDF-to-Digital-Form-Proto?type=design&node-id=2-34&t=oFl8HOotz1wE68t0-1&scaling=scale-down&page-id=0%3A1&starting-point-node-id=2%3A34&mode=design


Thank you!


